NOTES
1. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETRES.
2. Ducts to be a minimum of 80mm nominal diameter.
3. For details of location of ducts see the layout plans.
4. For details of the permitted forms of construction for ducts see Drawing No. 12.
5. Ducts are to be laid straight except when they have to curve around obstacles and at the end of ducts. No change of direction to be greater than 1 in 30.
6. The mandrel shown on Drawing No. 12 shall be drawn through the completed duct.
7. All ducts shall extend a minimum of 500mm beyond the pavement construction and where possible the drainage pipes.
8. Ducts and markers shall not be sited under safety fence posts.
9. Where described in Appendix 5/2, 14/4 or 15/1 marker block terminals shall be replaced with duct chambers.
10. For motorway communications cable ducts, see HCD Drawing Number MCX 0814.
KEY

- Cluster of 4 ducts
- Highways Agency Boundary
  (if applicable)

NOTES

1. All ducts formed in the bridge structure shall comply with Clause 502 of the SHW.

2. Motorway communications not formed in this bridge structure shall comply with Clause 1530 of the SHW.

3. Ducts other than for motorway communications, shall comply with Clause 501 of the SHW.

4. Traverses ducts for motorway communications crossing carriageways 'A' and 'B' are not shown on this drawing. See drawing No. MCX 0810.

5. All ducts to be 94mm minimum internal diameter.
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4. Transverse ducts for motorway communications crossing carriageways 'A' and 'B' are not shown on this drawing. See drawing No. MCX 0810.

5. All ducts to be 94mm minimum internal diameter.
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